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Abstract: - In 2015, Taiwan introduced an exchange platform for equity crowdfunding called the Go Incubation 

Board for Startup and Acceleration (GISA) which is supervised by the OTC Taipei Exchange organization. Equity 

crowdfunding provides another channel for startups to access capital and allows for a new mechanism for start-up 

firms to establish their reputation with investors. However, the risks to investors from equity crowdfunding are 

high. The high-risk nature of equity crowdfunding has the potential to act as a contagion, and further erode 

confidence in the startup capital market by retail investors -- and this lingers over the GISA platform in Taiwan. 

Therefore, this study applies the of Random Forest (RF) algorithm to evaluate the market reaction for start-up firms 

on the GISA in Taiwan. The RF algorithm is proposed to be integrated into an AI model to forecast the market 

reaction to start-up firms as they get listed on the GISA equity crowdfunding platform. The results not only fulfill 

the gap of detecting market reaction in equity crowdfunding, but the proposed RF model can replace the traditional 

statistics analytical technique to evaluate the market reaction. In proposed model applied AI algorithms to predict 

the market reaction on Taiwan GISA platform which can provide a useful ensemble tool for start-up firms and 

entrepreneurs to evaluate the degree of market reaction more efficiently before listing on the Taiwan GISA 

platform.   
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1. Introduction 
With the rise of Financial Technology 

(FinTech), crowdfunding has become more 

popular. The crowdfunding market has been 

growing fast in this era. Crowdfunding platforms 

include several different forms: Donation-based 

crowdfunding, Rewards-based crowdfunding, 

Debt-based crowdfunding, and Equity-based 

crowdfunding [6, 29, 42]. The first model is 

donation-based which can collect charitable 

funding in support of causes and projects. The 
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second model is rewards-based that means 

investors receive non-monetary rewards in 

exchange for their contribution. The third model 

is debt-based which provides a credit contract 

regarding the benefits policy between funders 

and fundraisers. The last model is equity-based 

that offers an equity stake in the target company 

[6, 29, 42]. 

 Title III of the Jumpstart Our Business 

Startups (JOBS) act introduced equity 

crowdfunding to the United States [23]. Rossi 

and Walthoff-Borm [46, 59] proposed the 

crowdfunding has emerged as a new financing 

tool alongside more traditional means of 

financing new ventures. Therefore, the 

crowdfunding market has been growing fast in 

this era. Agrawal [4] indicated the EC has e 

allowed the matching of demand and supply of 

early-stage finance across a wider geographical 

area EC is also one of the  approaches in external 

financing activity for start-up firms and EC is the 

important financing alternative for early-stage 

financing in small medium enterprise [12, 19, 

59]. 

In 2015, equity crowdfunding was 

introduced to Taiwan.  The best-known 

equity-crowdfunding platform in Taiwan is Go 

Incubation Board for Startup and Acceleration 

(GISA) and which is implemented and 

supervised by the OTC Taipei Exchange 

organization. As an OTC Exchange, the Taipei 

Exchange is entirely focused on helping small 

firms grow and providing the means to get the 

capital to help them his the next chapter of their 

development.  The Taipei Exchange [53]. The 

Taipei Exchange [53] reports that they have about 

420,000 enterprises (61%) with paid-in capital 

between NT$1,000,000 and NT$10,000,000 and 

120,000 enterprises (18%) with paid-in capital 

between NT$10,000,000 and NT$50,000,000 on 

December 31, 2017. The advantages of start-up 

firms to apply for a listing on GISA fall into have 

four categoriesnitial Public Offering (IPO) is not 

necessary, free counseling, raising capital with 

fewer barriers and increasing the operating scale 

and publicity [53]. The procedures of registration 

on GISA platform include six steps that are 

applying for GISA (APF), reviewing innovation, 

creative opinion and comprehensive examination 

(RICCE), providing integrative counseling (PIC), 

examining the counseling results and companies’ 

qualification (CRCQ), capital raising on GISA 

before registration (CRGBR) and registering on 

GISA (ROG). Moreover, they can get exposure to 

the public and retail investors with a listing on the 

platform. (See Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. The processes of GISA registration 

Source: Taipei Exchange (2019) 

APF: Applying for GISA registration 

RICCE: Reviewing innovation, creative opinion 

and comprehensive examination 

PIC: Providing integrative counseling 

ECRCQ: Examining the counseling results and 

companies’ qualification 

CRGBR: Capital raising on GISA before 

registration 

ROG: Registering on GISA 

EMGS: Emerging stocks companies 

OTC: Over-the-counter companies 

Listed: Listed companies 
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While start-up firms can efficiently access 

capital through GISA, the metric that is important 

to track is the “equity subscription rate (ESR)”, 

that represents the market reaction of start-up 

firms’ know-how or idea. It must achieve the 

100% when they want to list on the GISA. 

Otherwise, if the ESR does not achieve 100%, it 

means the market reaction is bad then start-up 

firms must withdraw the registration process. For 

example, if start-up firms would like to make 

their financing by GISA equity crowdfunding 

platform, they have to pass the all of review 

procedures on GISA platform (See Figure 1 and 

Figure 2). In particularly, it include a threshold 

(ESR>100%) between step 5 and step 6 which 

means that have a market reaction testing in the 

platform. Therefore, they can list on the GISA 

platform and make their financing if start-up 

firms achieve this limitation. Otherwise, the 

GISA review process would reject their 

registration. In addition, the difficulty is higher 

from GISA to IPO of start-up firms when the 

market reaction is low in pre-listing on the GISA 

platform. This risk not only extends the financing 

cycle but also that would be enhanced the threat 

in urgency of working capital from start-up firms 

(see Figure 2). Therefore, the market reaction of 

start-up firms’ know-how or idea when they want 

to list on GISA is very important. Past evidence 

on the market reaction are concentrate on the 

stock market and open market [50, 13, 27] and 

there is few evidence on assessing the market 

reaction in pre-registering on equity 

crowdfunding platforms. Hence, this study 

focuses on the evaluation of market reaction in 

pre-register equity crowdfunding (such as GISA) 

for start-up firms at Taiwan. 

 

Figure 2. The process of ESR 

ESR: Equity subscription rate 

The rapid development of artificial 

intelligence (AI) and computing, many industries 

have implemented AI models for improving the 

efficiency of solving problems [24, 37, 1, 36, 17]. 

Thus, AI has become a multidisciplinary and 

interdisciplinary of natural sciences and social 

sciences consisting of diversified disciplines [14; 

32, 56]. Nevertheless, previous studies in 

evaluation of market reaction are concentrated on 

the statistics technique [9, 52, 62, 57, 11, 18, 58]. 

Dangeti [16] proposed that the statistics 

analytical methods require assuming the shape of 

the model curve priori to performing model 

fitting on the data, whereas AI models do not 

need to assume the underlying shape, as machine 

learning algorithms can learn complex patterns 

automatically based on the provided data. Hand 

[22] indicated that statistics play a significant role 

in AI. Nevertheless, larger datasets and 

secondary data are more commonly used in AI 

model, as opposed to statistics. Moreover, AI 

techniques do not usually require particular 

assumptions (e.g. independence of variables) 

regarding the dataset, which often limit the use of 

parametric statistical tests [7]. Previous studies 

have implemented the AI model to replace the 

mathematical model of traditional statistics 

techniques for analyzing the topics in economics 

and finance. The results have the high reference 
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value in the practical application. [61, 47, 26, 20, 

21]. 

Based on the above, the equity 

crowdfunding in Taiwan has to meet a 

requirement for start-up firms to list on GISA that 

is “equity subscription rate (ESR)”, it means that 

“market reaction”. If the market reaction of 

start-up firms or plans achieved the requirement 

of GISA platform which can fundraising by the 

GISA. Past literatures on market reaction issue 

were focused on the stock market and open 

market [50, 13, 27]. Moreover, these studies 

developed the analysis model by the traditional 

statistics techniques. The barrier of traditional 

statistics technique is assuming underlying shape 

for evaluating the data.  

Therefore, this study adopts the ensemble 

learning AI algorithm of RF model to evaluate 

the market reaction for start-up firms pre-listing 

on GISA in Taiwan as the platform that can 

predict the degree of market reaction in start-up 

firms.  The proposed AI model to forecast the 

market reaction of start-up firms before listing on 

the Taiwan GISA equity crowdfunding platform. 

The results not only fulfill the gap of detecting 

market reaction in equity crowdfunding but the 

proposed RF model which can replace the 

traditional statistics technique to evaluate the 

market reaction then obtain more available 

forecasting efficiency. From the commercial side, 

the proposed model applied AI algorithms to 

predict the market reaction in Taiwan GISA 

platform that can provide a useful ensemble tool 

for start-up firms and entrepreneurs to evaluate 

the degree of market reaction more efficiency 

before listing on the Taiwan GISA platform.       

 

 

2. Random forest model and 
evaluation indicator 
2.1 Random forest model 

Breiman [3, 8, 31] proposed the random 

forest (RF) algorithm and it belongs to the 

ensemble-learning algorithm in the machine 

learning area based on the decision tree model. 

The decision tree is to obtain a structure for 

predicting the target variable and the application 

is suitable for many fields [44, 45, 48, 54, 55]. 

Prasad [41] considered that the principal of 

ensemble learning is to construct and integrate 

multiple base learners to achieve better 

generalization capabilities. By randomly 

extracting variables and sample data, the 

algorithm generates many classification trees, 

and then aggregates the results of classification 

trees, which is the RF model [25, 33, 38, 43]. Pan 

& Zhou [38] indicates the RF model improves 

prediction accuracy without significantly 

increasing the amount of computation workload 

with the neural network, support vector machine, 

decision tree and Adaboost model, and is not 

sensitive to multivariate collinearity. Furthermore, 

the RF model is robust for modeling of missing 

data and unbalanced data in the machine learning 

methodologies field. The RF model adopts the 

classification and regression tree as the base 

learner that is one of the algorithms of decision 

tree [39, 40, 63]. Acharjee [2] proposes the 

procedures of RF as follows: each decision tree is 

constructed from a bootstrap sample of the 

calibration dataset, containing about two thirds of 

the sample. Elements not included are referred to 

as out-of-bag (OOB) data. At each node the 

un-pruned decision tree is grown at each sample, 

one third of the predictor variables are randomly 

selected and the best split is chosen according to 

the lowest Gini index [10]. At each bootstrap 
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iteration, the response value for OOB data is 

predicted and averaged over all trees. The 

splitting process is repeated in each tree until a 

predefined stop condition is reached [15, 63], and 

then applies the average method or voting 

method to combine the prediction results of 

multiple decision trees to determine the RF 

prediction result [60]. Therefore, currently, RF is 

regarded as one of the best framework for this 

purpose [30]. Lu [30] also indicates the RF model 

can handle high dimensional data of many 

features, does not have to select the features and 

is adaptable for the database and it can not only 

deal with discrete data but also deal with 

continuous data without standardization. The 

concept of RF is shown in Figure 3.   

 

Figure 3. The concept of RF 

According to Pan & Zhou [38] the RF is 

performed by the growth of decision trees related 

to the random vector	 . They assume that the 

training set is extracted independently from the 

distribution of random vectors Y and X. Let  

represents the regression result of single decision 

tree, and then the predicted value of random 

forest , , 1,2, … ,   is acquired by the 

averaging regression results of n decision trees. 

∑            (1) 

Where  represents the result of 

combined regression models. The RF is to 

acquire different sample sets by the method of 

bootstrap resampling. Hence, the RF adopts 

bootstrap sampling to extract n samples from the 

original training data, develops decision tree 

models for n samples, and obtains n classification 

results and votes on each sample to evaluate its 

final classification based on the n classification 

results. 

β arg	max∑    (2) 

Where  represents the result of 

combined classification models.   

represents the result of single decision tree. Y 

denotes the output factor. 	 ∙  is a linear 

function.  

With the number of decision tree 

classifications increase, the generalization error 

of decision trees in all forests converges to eq. 

(3): 

	 , , 0     

(3) 
∗ , 0 	

, 	   

Where n is the number of decision trees in 

the RF model. The generalization error  will 

reduce when the decision tree increases. 

The RF model is a kind of ensemble learning 

method that is developed by growing a certain 

number of decision trees [10, 34, 35]. The 

bootstrap sampling is to randomly select the 

samples from the original database with 

replacement to acquire new datasets of the same 

size. Selected data samples are called in-bag data, 

which are applied to train in decision tree model. 

The unselected data are called OOB data and they 

are not involved in the training of the RF model. 

Consequently, the OOB data can be applied as the 

validation data to predict the generalization error 

and thus to quantify the training accuracy [11]. It 

can be evaluated that the prediction result 
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through majority voting of decision tree 

classifiers [8]. Suppose the original sample size is 

N. The sample feature dimension is M, and the 

number of decision trees in the random forest 

model is p. The specific modeling steps are as 

follows [28, 11]: 

(1) Constructing p decision trees from the 

original data through bootstrap method. 

(2) Randomly selection of the m features in the 

M dimension as training for different decision 

trees, and m < M. 

(3) Grow a decision tree for each training subset 

by the CART algorithm without pruning. 

(4) Adopts the trained decision trees to predict 

the OOB validation samples. The final prediction 

results of an OOB validation sample is 

determined by the majority votes of the 

predication from all the decision trees that are 

grown without using the sample. 

(5) The OOB error is estimated by the 

percentage of the wrongly predicted OOB data, 

while the training accuracy of the RF model is the 

percentage of the correctly predicted OOB data 

samples. 

 

2.2 Model evaluation indicator 

The performance evaluates such as accuracy, 

precision, recall, F1 score depend on the four 

evaluates True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), 

False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) (See 

Table 1). TP ratio is evaluated by the correctly 

market reactions category to the total number of 

market reactions category in the dataset. TN 

ratios are the results that are correctly recognized. 

FP and FN ratio are the results that wrongly 

classified to be a part of wrong class. Based on 

the above evaluates, the precision, recall and F1 

score are computed. 

Precision-recall is employed here to 

measure the performance of classification, more 

specifically, the performance of classification of 

each class and generalization of our classifier. 

Furthermore, the synthesized F1 score is able to 

measure the performance of classification by 

taking precision and recall into consideration. 

The calculation of evaluates are as follows: 

         (4) 

           (5) 

	
          (6) 

1	 ∗ ∗

	
         (7) 

Table 1. Confusion matrix 

 Low (Actual) High (Actual)

Low 

(Predicted) 
TP  FP 

High 

(Predicted) 
FN TN 

 

3. Case Study  
3.1 WEKA 

WEKA is a data mining software developed 

by the University of Waikato in New Zealand that 

constructs data mining algorithms using JAVA 

language. Russell & Markov [49] indicated the 

WEKA system provides a rich set of powerful 

machine learning algorithms for data mining 

tasks, along with a comprehensive set of tools for 

data pre-processing, statistics and visualization, 

all available through an easy to use graphical user 

interface. In addition, Sewaiwar & Verma [51] 

proposed that WEKA implements algorithms for 

data pre-processing, classification, regression, 

clustering and association rules and it is not only 

affording a toolbox of learning algorithms, but 
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also a framework inside which researchers could 

implement new algorithms without having to be 

concerned with supporting infrastructure for data 

manipulation and scheme evaluation. 

Therefore, the application of RF model is 

implemented by WEKA software in this study for 

detecting the market reaction of start-up firms in 

equity crowdfunding on the Taiwan GISA 

platform. The interface of the WEKA GUI and 

interface are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The 

flowchart of building RF model is shown in 

Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 4. WEKA GUI 
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                                 Figure 5. WEKA interface 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Flowchart of building RF model 
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3.2 Data Sources and Data Preprocessing 

In this study, start-up firms are analyzed in 

the research period from January 1st, 2016 to 

December 31st, 2018. The major data source is 

the listing data from the GISA, Taipei Exchange. 

The testing data is from GISA by random 

sampling from January 1st, 2019 to June 31st, 

2019 in 20 data samples. 

Because the characteristics of equity 

crowdfunding are opaque. Start-up firms have to 

provide the details of the profit and loss account 

(P&L) Statement and balance sheet (BS) when 

they will list on the GISA platform in This study 

implemented the all factors from the profit and 

loss account and balance sheet. As known to all, 

the evaluation of the start-up firms’ market 

reaction, which consists of the evaluation of the 

financial structure and operation structure that 

include the P&L statement and BS. The data of 

start-up firms that enroll in the evaluation will be 

preprocessed. With such purpose, the format of 

the data from the GISA must be unified. After 

data cleaning, data conversion, data integration, 

and data filtering, type and value of the data can 

be converted. During this process, it is necessary 

to reduce the unrelated information and noise, so 

that the factors which affect the market reaction 

of start-up firms on the GISA platform  

Accordingly, discretizing the original 

dataset of the features and target parameter in this 

study is shown on Table 2 which include 126 

start-up firms on the GISA platform. The 

descriptive statistics data is shown in Table 3 and 

the discretized data of each feature and target 

parameter is shown in Table 4. 

 

 

Table 2. The original data type of features and target parameter 

 Features Type 

Features 

Location Nominal 

Industry Nominal 

Current Assets Numeric 

Non-current Assets Numeric 

Total Assets Numeric 

Current Liabilities Numeric 

Non-Current Liabilities Numeric 

Total Debts Numeric 

Total Capital Numeric 

Additional Paid in Capital Numeric 

Retained Earnings Numeric 

Other Equity Interest Numeric 

Total Equity Numeric 

Net Sales Numeric 

Operating Costs Numeric 
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Gross Profit Numeric 

Operating Expenses Numeric 

Operating Income Numeric 

Total Non-Operating Income Numeric 

Pre-Tax Income Numeric 

Income Tax Expense Numeric 

Profit (loss) Numeric 

Other Comprehensive Income Numeric 

Total Comprehensive Income Numeric 

Target Equity Subscription Rate Numeric 

 

Table 3. The descriptive statistics of features and target parameter              (Unit: Thousand) 
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Table 4 The discretized data of each feature and target parameter 

 

 

3.3 Random forest and evaluation 

This study implements the WEKA software for 

evaluating the market reaction of start-up firms 

on GISA platform in Taiwan by RF model. The 

features of data sources are 24. We obtained the 

most important features by correlation attributes 

evaluation method in WEKA software, which 

include Non-current assets, Total assets, 
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Non-current liabilities, Total capital, Additional 

paid in capital, Retained earnings, Profits, Total 

comprehensive income. The final RF training 

model for evaluating the market reaction on 

start-up firms is shown in Figure. 6, with number 

of iterations are 280 and number of features are 

(log_2 (predictors) + 1). Then the results of 

correctly ratio in training datasets is 67.5% and 

incorrectly ratio is 32.5% which is shown in 

Figure 7. Another, the testing data is from GISA 

by random sampling on 20 datasets (See Table 5), 

the results of correctly ratio in testing datasets is 

65% and incorrectly ratio is 35% (See Figure. 8). 

 

 

 

Table 5. The random sampling data for testing 
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Figure 7. The RF results of training data 

 

 

Figure 8. The RF results of testing data 

 

This study applied the performance 

evaluation methods including classification 

accuracy, precision and recall based on the 

confusion matrix (see Table 1), and 10-fold cross 

validation to evaluate the proposed method. 

Finally, we also used the F1-score and ROC 

curve to measure the performance of the RF 

model. Table 6 to Table 7 are the evaluation 

indicators on training datasets and testing 

datasets. The accuracy, precision, recall and F1 

score in testing datasets that provide 0.650, 0.500, 

0.625 and 0.556 respectively. It represents that 

this prediction model have 65% for detecting the 

market reaction of start-up firms in GISA equity 

crowdfunding platform in Taiwan. For example, 

a new startups’ entrepreneur who can implement 

the forecast model to evaluate the market reaction 

in equity crowdfunding market when he (she) 

would like to make their funding by register 

GISA platform at Taiwan. Finally, the ROC curve 

is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 
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Table 6. Confusion matrix of training datasets  

 Low (Actual) High (Actual)

Low 

(Predicted) 
TP (45) FP(19) 

High 

(Predicted) 
FN(22) TN(40) 

 

	 	

85
126

0.674	

	 	

45
64

0.703	

	 	
	

45
67

0.672	

	 	 1	

2 ∗ ∗
	

0.945
1.375

0.687	

 

Figure 9. The ROC curve of training datasets 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Confusion matrix of testing datasets 

 Low (Actual) High (Actual)

Low 

(Predicted) 
TP (5) FP(5) 

High 

(Predicted) 
FN(3) TN(8) 

 

	 	

13
20

0.650	

	 	

5
10

0.500	

	 	
	

5
8

0.625	

	 	 1	

2 ∗ ∗
	

0.625
1.125

0.556	

 
Figure 10. The ROC curve of testing datasets  

 

Based on the above, the proposed model has 

67.4% efficiency to forecast the market reaction 
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in pre-listing stages on GISA. The level of F1 

score has 68.7% means that the robustness of the 

proposed RF model is suitable for predict the 

start-up firms market reaction. Additionally, we 

applied the random sampling for 20 samples from 

January 1st, 2019 to June 31st, 2019 to test the 

proposed RF model. As the results of testing data, 

the accuracy and F1 score are 65% and 55.6%, it 

represents the proposed RF model which can 

assist the start-up firms to predict the market 

reaction when they want to list on the GISA 

platform (see Figure 11). We can understand by 

the Figure 11 that indicates the startup 3, 6, 7, 10, 

12, 14, 19 are failure. For example, the actual 

value of market reaction in startup 3 is low, but 

the predicted result is high; the actual value of 

market reaction in startup 12 is high, but the 

predicted result is low. Even though the 

theoretical results have some failure on this 

detecting model. In overall, the performance of 

accuracy have 65% for predicting the real data in 

market reaction on GISA platform to startup 

firms.  

 
Figure 11. The comparison of results in testing 

datasets 

 

4. Conclusion 
The equity crowdfunding platform in Taiwan is 

GISA on the Taipei Exchange. If start-up firms 

want to list on the GIA platform, they must test 

the market reaction prior to listing when the 

market reaction is bad then start-up firms have to 

withdraw the registration process. This risk not 

only extends the financing cycle but also that 

would enhance the threat in urgency of working 

capital from start-up firms. Thus, this study 

proposes a machine-learning model to help the 

entrepreneurs for forecasting the market reaction 

on GISA platform in Taiwan. 

This study provides empirical evidence 

about the market reaction for start-up firms 

pre-listing on the GISA in Taiwan equity 

crowdfunding platform by the RF model. The 

evaluation performance of this model which the 

accuracy is 67.4% and the F1 score is 68.7% then 

the testing dataset have 65% and 55.6%. In view 

of the GISA in Taiwan is an equity crowdfunding 

platform, the datasets of GISA is not transparent 

and the founding time is from 2015. Even though 

the performance is not very high, but it also can 

obtain the initial analysis for evaluating the 

market reaction before listing on the GISA 

platform to reduce the risks based on this 

limitation situation. Due to the founding of GISA 

platform in Taiwan in 2015, the data samples, 

start-up firms’ behaviors, operation strategies and 

details are not transparency. Hence, the further 

study that can increase the new datasets and new 

features then reconstruct the forecasting model 

for retesting and improving the evaluation 

performance.    

Consequently, this study applied the AI 

algorithm of ensemble RF model for predicting 

the market reaction of start-up firms listing on the 

GISA equity crowdfunding platform, which able 

to obtain the probabilities of market reaction of 

start-up enterprise and forecast the degree of 

market reaction. The proposed AI model to 

forecast the market reaction of start-up firms 

before joining the Taiwan GISA equity 
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crowdfunding platform. The results not only 

fulfill the gap of detecting market reaction in 

equity crowdfunding but the proposed RF model 

which can replace the traditional statistics 

technique to evaluate the market reaction then 

obtain the evaluation rules and more available 

forecasting efficiency., the proposed model 

applied AI algorithms to predict the market 

reaction in Taiwan GISA platform that can 

provide a useful ensemble tool for start-up firms 

and entrepreneurs to evaluate the degree of 

market reaction more efficiency before listing on 

the Taiwan GISA platform. Finally, this study 

proposes two recommendations for future study. 

The first is future research that can apply the 

proposed model to detect the probabilities of the 

private market (GISA) to the IPO market. The 

second is that may concentrate on implementing 

other machine learning algorithms such as SVM, 

ANN, Logistic regression and so on. 
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